SUMMARY
INTRODUCTION
Correlated presynaptic and postsynaptic activity can induce the long-term potentiation (LTP) and depression (LTD) of AMPA-R-mediated synaptic transmission (Malenka and Bear, 2004) . LTP and LTD may underlie aspects of memory and other forms of cognitive plasticity (Bliss and Collingridge, 1993) . Activation of N-methyl-D-aspartate receptors (NMDA-Rs) is critical for the induction of LTP (Collingridge et al., 1983; Cummings et al., 1996) and LTD (Dudek and Bear, 1992) as well as gene transcription (Ghosh et al., 1994) , cytotoxicity (Vanhoutte and Bading, 2003) , and morphogenesis (Engert and Bonhoeffer, 1999; Maletic-Savatic et al., 1999; Yuste and Bonhoeffer, 2001) . A substantial fraction of the current through NMDA-Rs is carried by Ca 2+ ions (fractional Ca 2+ current, $10%) (Garaschuk et al., 1996; Schneggenburger et al., 1993) . As a result, NMDA-R activation can lead to large Ca 2+ accumulations in dendritic spines (Muller and Connor, 1991; Noguchi et al., 2005; Sabatini et al., 2002; Sobczyk et al., 2005; Yuste and Denk, 1995) , triggering the induction of LTP and LTD (Malenka and Bear, 2004; Zucker, 1999) . NMDA-Rs also carry a substantial fraction of the total synaptic charge (Hestrin et al., 1990) and may be critical for recurrent excitation in cortical networks (Wang, 2002) . Despite their importance, relatively little is known about the regulation of NMDA-Rs themselves.
At cortical synapses, NMDA-Rs are heterotetramers comprised of two copies of the obligatory NR1 subunit and a combination of NR2A or NR2B subunits (CullCandy et al., 2001; Kutsuwada et al., 1992) . Over development, NR2B-rich receptors are supplemented with NR2A subunits (Monyer et al., 1994; Quinlan et al., 1999; Sheng et al., 1994) . Populations of NMDA-Rs in individual CA1 spines can have different fractional Ca 2+ currents, and this is explained in part by the heterogeneity in subunit composition across spines (Sobczyk et al., 2005) .
NMDA-Rs appear to be relatively stable at synapses (Kullmann, 2003) . Synaptic stimuli that induce LTP, measured as an increase in AMPA-R-mediated excitatory postsynaptic currents (EPSCs), typically leave NMDA-Rs unchanged (Kauer et al., 1988) . NMDA-R-mediated EPSCs express activity-dependent long-term depression (LTD NMDA-R ), but the changes in NMDA-R EPSCs are modest ($30%) (Montgomery et al., 2005; Morishita et al., 2005; Selig et al., 1995) . Consistently, the number of AMPA-Rs per synapse varies dramatically between individual synapses (Matsuzaki et al., 2001; Nusser et al., 1998; Takumi et al., 1999) , whereas the number of NMDA-Rs is much less variable Noguchi et al., 2005; Racca et al., 2000; Sobczyk et al., 2005) .
Because NMDA-R-mediated Ca 2+ accumulations in dendritic spines are of particular functional significance, we performed experiments to determine whether they can be independently modulated in a use-dependent manner. Low-frequency activation of NMDA-Rs induced LTD NMDA-R , and in addition depressed the fraction of the NMDA-R current carried by Ca
2+
. Moreover, populations of NMDA-Rs in individual spines depressed in an allor-none manner.
RESULTS
To probe NMDA-Rs we combined (Carter and Sabatini, 2004; Noguchi et al., 2005; Sobczyk et al., 2005) twophoton glutamate uncaging with whole-cell measurements of synaptic currents (Furuta et al., 1999; Matsuzaki et al., 2001 ) and two-photon [Ca 2+ ] imaging (Mainen et al., 1999b; Yasuda et al., 2004; Yuste and Denk, 1995) . This allowed us to stimulate NMDA-Rs on single spines while we measured the amplitudes of uncaging-evoked currents at the soma (DuEPSC) and the amplitudes of Ca ]). CA1 pyramidal cells in hippocampal brain slices (postnatal day 16-17) were loaded with low-affinity Ca 2+ -sensitive (green fluorescence, G; 500 mM Fluo4FF) and Ca
2+
-insensitive (red fluorescence, R; 30 mM Alexa 594) fluorophores through the whole-cell recording pipette ( Figure 1A ). Spines on secondary or tertiary apical dendrites were visualized in the red fluorescence channel (Figure 1A, inset ] . To selectively stimulate glutamate receptors on individual targeted spines, we uncaged MNI-glutamate next to spine heads that were well separated from their parent dendrite and other spines (Sobczyk et al., 2005 ) (see Experimental Procedures). These stimuli faithfully mimic the time course of glutamate-receptor activation during synaptic stimulation (Carter and Sabatini, 2004; Matsuzaki et al., 2001; Sobczyk et al., 2005 ] transients were produced entirely by NMDA-Rs ( Figure S1 in the Supplemental Data available with this article online) (also Figures S1 and S6 in [Sobczyk et al., 2005] ). Uncaging at low frequencies (0.05 Hz) reliably induced uEPSCs and [Ca 2+ ] transients that were mostly restricted to the stimulated spine head ( Figure 1C) .
To control for possible changes in the imaging conditions, or changes in Ca 2+ handling (e.g., Ca 2+ buffering and extrusion), we interleaved uncaging stimuli with membrane depolarizations imposed by the somatic patch pipette. Such depolarizations open VGCCs in spines and dendrites and causes global Ca 2+ influx (Sabatini et al., 2002) . The resulting Ca 2+ accumulations ( Figure 1D) were similar to those evoked by back-propagating action potentials (Yasuda et al., 2003) .
We measured NMDA-R-mediated DuEPSC and D[Ca 2+ ] before and after delivering four low-frequency uncaging trains (repeated every 10 s; 13 glutamate pulses at 3.3 Hz per train) (Figure 2A ). Uncaging trains induced robust ( Figures 2B-2E ) and long-lasting (>40 min, Figure 2F ) DuEPSC depression (À30.5% ± 4.5%, p = 0.01), which we call uncaging-evoked long-term depression of NMDA-Rs (uLTD NMDA-R ] and DuEPSC were proportional to each other over a large range of DuEPSC ( Figure 6G in [Sobczyk et al., 2005] ] is expected to decrease with increasing spine volume Sobczyk et al., 2005) , and 3) spine neck geometry, which determines the diffusional coupling between the spine head and parent dendrite (Noguchi et al., 2005; Sobczyk et al., 2005; Svoboda et al., 1996) . We next investigated whether these factors are involved in the activitydependent reduction of NMDA-R-mediated ] transients were stable (À1.6% ± 16.5%, p = 0.93; Figure 2C ). Moreover, repetitive uncaging did not alter the time course of [Ca 2+ ] transients ( Figure S2 ). Uncaging trains also did not change spine volumes (À0.5% ± 9.7%, p = 0.97; Figures S3A and S3B and Experimental Procedures). Protocols similar to ours have been shown to induce LTP and enlargement of individual dendritic spines (Matsuzaki et al., 2004 ) (unpublished data). However, these structural changes were absent when experiments were performed in whole-cell configuration most likely because of washout of LTP (Matsuzaki et al., 2004) .
To test for activity-dependent effects on diffusional compartmentalization by spine necks, we performed fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) experiments. We measured the FRAP time constant, t FRAP , before and after induction of depression (see Experimental Procedures). t FRAP , which is directly related to the geometry of spine necks (Svoboda et al., 1996) , was not changed by uncaging trains (À2.5% ± 11.1%, p = 0.95; Figures S3A and S3B). Our experiments therefore argue that depression of (D [Ca 2+ ]/DuEPSC) was due to a decrease in the Ca 2+ influx per unit of NMDA-R current and thus reflects a use-dependent reduction in the fractional Ca 2+ current through synaptic NMDA-Rs.
Mechanisms Underlying NMDA-R Plasticity
We dissected the mechanisms that trigger depression of the fractional Ca 2+ current (D[Ca 2+ ]/DuEPSC) ( Figure 3 and Figure S4 ). , it is possible that its effects are not dependent on its subunit specificity but instead are due to reduced overall activation of NMDA-Rs. We therefore blocked baseline DuEPSC to similar levels (À36.5% ± 7.2%, During the first month of life, NR1/NR2B receptors are replaced by receptors containing NR2A subunits (Monyer et al., 1994; Quinlan et al., 1999; Sheng et al., 1994) . Consistent with these NMDA-R subunit changes at cortical synapses, uncaging trains did not induce depression of
] in older animals (postnatal day 27-28) (Figures 3A-3C ).
To determine whether high postsynaptic Ca 2+ accumulations are critical for the induction of depression, we reduced peak [Ca 2+ ] by loading neurons with 500 mM Fluo4 (an indicator with higher affinity for Ca 2+ than
Fluo4FF ) and lowering extracellular [Ca 2+ ] by a factor of 4 (to 0.5 mM in ACSF). Under these conditions, uncaging-evoked [Ca 2+ ] changes were reduced by a factor of $10 compared to our standard conditions (see Supplemental Data and Figure 4A ). Depression of (D [Ca 2+ ]/DuEPSC) was blocked, indicating that Ca 2+ -dependent signaling is required. ]/DuEPSC) is associated with a substitution of NR2B-containing receptors for NR2A-containing receptors. However, the fact that induction of depression did not change the Ifenprodil sensitivity of NMDA-R-mediated currents argued against this possibility ( Figure 3D ). Also, blocking dynamin-dependent endocytosis by loading neurons with a nonhydrolyzable GDP analog (600 mM GDPbS) (Morishita et al., 2005) did not alter depression ( Figures 3A and  3B ), suggesting that receptor trafficking is not involved. Overall, our data indicate that depression of fractional NMDA-R Ca 2+ currents shares mechanisms of induction with NMDA-R LTD induced with synaptic stimulation (Morishita et al., 2005) .
All-or-None Plasticity of NMDA Receptors in Single Spines
Measurements of plasticity at individual synapses, including LTP (Bagal et al., 2005; O'Connor et al., 2005; Petersen et al., 1998) , LTD (O'Connor et al., 2005) , and depression of VGCCs (Yasuda et al., 2003) , have suggested that populations of receptors and channels in individual spines can switch their properties collectively. Two types of experiments revealed that populations of NMDA-Rs in single spines also depress in an all-or-none manner. First, lowering [Ca 2+ ] accumulations in spines by a factor of $4 (by the ] transients (uncaging, left; depolarizations, right) and uEPSCs (middle) averaged across spines. (D) Control and depressed spines have identical sensitivity to Ifenprodil. NMDA-R DuEPSCs change was measured after wash-in of Ifenprodil (3 mM; applied for $20 min) for two groups of spines: control (À33.7% ± 9.7%; red circles; n = eight spines; N = five cells) and spines that were previously depressed with uncaging trains (À38.4% ± 11.6%; black triangles; n = eight spines; N = five cells; protocol same as in Figure 2A Figure 4B ). However, an analysis of individual spines revealed that under these conditions, some spines showed full D[Ca 2+ ] ($60%) and DuEPSC ($30%) depression, whereas other spines did not change ( Figure 4C ). Second, we tracked the behavior of NMDA-Rs during the induction protocol. We measured D [Ca 2+ ] produced by the first stimulus in each of the four uncaging trains (Figures 5A and 5B). (In contrast to uEPSC measurements, the Ca 2+ imaging data had sufficient signal-to-noise ratio for detecting depression in single trials). An unbiased, automated analysis revealed that spine D currents (Figure 2) . uLTD NMDA-R required NMDA-R activation and postsynaptic Ca 2+ -dependent phosphatase signaling (Figures 3 and 4) and therefore resembles NMDA receptor LTD (Morishita et al., 2005; Selig et al., 1995) . In addition to the relatively modest uLTD NMDA-R , uncaging trains induced a dramatic reduction in [Ca 2+ ] accumulations per unit of NMDA-R current in dendritic spines (Figures 2 and 3) .
What are the expression mechanisms of the depression of NMDA-R-dependent Ca 2+ accumulations? Under our experimental conditions, uncaging trains did not induce detectable long-lasting changes in spine geometry or Ca 2+ handling, including Ca 2+ extrusion and buffering ( Figures S2 and S3 ). This implies that the fractional Ca 2+ current of the NMDA-R is modulated in a use-dependent manner.
We have previously found that NR2B-containing NMDA-Rs are primarily responsible for the large range of NMDA-R-mediated Ca 2+ signals observed in individual spines (Sobczyk et al., 2005) . Here, we show that activation of NR2B-containing receptors is required for uLTD NMDA-R and depression of the fractional Ca 2+ current of the NMDA-R. The situation is different for plasticity of AMPA-R EPSCs, where LTP (Barria and Malinow, 2005) but not LTD (Morishita et al., 2006 ) is preferentially induced by the activation of NR2B-containing receptors. Depression likely does not involve dynamin-dependent endocytosis ( Figures 3A and 3B ) ( [Morishita et al., 2005] , but see also [Montgomery et al., 2005] ). A covalent modification of the channel or an associated protein closely coupled to the channel pore (Husi et al., 2000) could explain depression. For example, it has been suggested that the PKA pathway can regulate Ca 2+ permeability of NMDA receptors (Skeberdis et al., 2006) . Based on the maximum amplitude of the synaptic currents that can be evoked with glutamate uncaging (>10 pA) (Sobczyk et al., 2005) and the current through individual receptors ($1 pA), we can estimate the number of NMDA-Rs at spines as ten or greater (Racca et al., 2000) . We found that the receptors in one spine depressed together, or not at all ( Figure 5 ). NMDA-R depression is therefore part of an increasing number of phenomena, including LTP (Bagal et al., 2005; O'Connor et al., 2005; Petersen et al., 1998) , LTD (O'Connor et al., 2005) , and depression of VGCCs (Yasuda et al., 2003) , that exhibit collective behavior of channels and receptors in individual postsynaptic densities. Thus, individual synapses switch between a few, possibly only two, discrete states. Discrete, rather than graded, synapses may be less susceptible to noise and drift (Petersen et al., 1998) .
How do our stimuli correspond to plasticity protocols involving synaptic transmission? Uncaging-evoked [Ca 2+ ] accumulations in our experiments are on the same order or lower than those measured during the induction of LTP (Muller and Connor, 1991; Sabatini et al., 2002) (Table  S1 ). The [Ca 2+ ] accumulations achieved in our experiments thus lie within a standard physiological range. Consistently, the protocol we use to induce uLTD NMDA-R also causes LTP of AMPA-R-mediated synaptic transmission (Matsuzaki et al., 2004 ) (data not shown). (However, note that under our experimental conditions of prolonged whole-cell measurement, LTP was abolished by ''washout''; see also Matsuzaki et al. [2004] .) Because of the central role of NMDA-R-mediated Ca 2+ accumulations in the induction of synaptic plasticity (Bliss and Collingridge, 1993; Malenka and Bear, 2004) , activitydependent depression of NMDA-R-mediated D[Ca 2+ ] in spines likely acts as a regulator of synaptic plasticity (Abraham and Bear, 1996) . It has previously been shown that relatively weak stimuli can inhibit the induction of LTP with subsequent strong stimuli (Huang et al., 1992) . These stimuli likely induced use-dependent reduction of the NMDA-R fractional Ca 2+ current and caused an increase in the threshold for LTP induction. The activitydependent tuning of the fractional Ca 2+ current could thus implement a sliding threshold for synaptic plasticity, which is critical for stabilizing activity levels in neural networks with Hebbian synapses (Bienenstock et al., 1982) .
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Preparation and Electrophysiology
Acute hippocampal brain slices (300 mm thick) from Sprague-Dawley rats (postnatal day 16-17 unless otherwise stated) were cut as described (Sobczyk et al., 2005) Molecular Probes, and all other reagents were from Sigma. Voltage-clamp whole-cell recordings (V hold = À70 mV) from CA1 pyramidal neurons were made with pipettes (4-6 MU) containing the following Cs-based internal solution (in mM): 135 CsMeSO 3 , 10 HEPES, 10 Na-phosphocreatine, 4 MgCl 2 , 4 Na 2 -ATP, 0.4 Na-GTP, 3 ascorbate, 0.03 Alexa 594 (red, R, Ca 2+ -insensitive), and either 0.5 Fluo4FF or 0.5 Fluo4 (green, G, Ca 2+ -sensitive). We recorded NMDA-R-mediated uncaging-evoked postsynaptic currents (uEPSCs) at the soma. The current amplitude, DuEPSC, was computed as the mean amplitude of the uEPSC during a 6 ms window around the peak.
Two-Photon Glutamate Uncaging and [Ca
2+
] Imaging We used a custom-built two-photon uncaging and imaging microscope (Sobczyk et al., 2005) powered by two Ti:sapphire pulsed lasers (Mira, Coherent, tuned to 810 nm for Ca 2+ imaging and MaiTai, Spectra
Physics, tuned to 720 nm for glutamate uncaging). The intensity of each laser beam was independently controlled with electro-optical modulators (350-80 LA, Conoptics). Beams were combined with polarized optics and went through the same set of scan mirrors and 603, 0.9 NA objective (Olympus). Fluorescence was detected by the summation of epifluorescence and transfluorescence signals as described (Mainen et al., 1999a) . Image acquisition and glutamate uncaging were controlled by ScanImage (Pologruto et al., 2003) .
[Ca 2+ ] imaging was performed in line-scan mode with 2 ms temporal resolution (Sabatini and Svoboda, 2000; Yasuda et al., 2003) by repetitive scanning of line intersecting the dendritic spine and its parent dendrite (Figure 1 ). In each imaging trial, photomultiplier offsets were measured before shutter opening, followed by the measurement of baseline fluorescence and delivery of stimulus. Fluorescence was monitored for 900 ms after the stimulus. Each spine was stimulated at 0.05 Hz by depolarizations imposed by the recording pipette at the soma (from À70 mV to +50 mV for 10 ms) and (in interleaved trials) by two-photon glutamate uncaging of MNIglutamate with brief laser flashes (0.25 ms; wavelength, 720 nm). Individual spines were stimulated four times by somatic depolarizations and four times by glutamate uncaging before and after delivery of uncaging trains ( Figure 2B ). The standard uncaging location was $0.5 mm from the center of the spine head in the direction away from the parent dendrite ( Figures 1A and 1C) . On a 50 mm stretch of dendrite, we selected 1-4 spines that were well separated from their parent dendrite and neighboring spines. The uncaging distance was >1.0 mm from the dendrite. This ensured that uEPSCs reflect the activation of NMDA-Rs on single spines (Sobczyk et al., 2005) . uLTD NMDA-R is unlikely to be caused by phototoxicity because it can be blocked with high concentrations of intracellular Ca Figure 1C ) or 10-30 ms after the onset of the depolarization pulse (for VGCC responses, Figure 1D ). Because the largest fluorescence signals did not exceed 0.2 (G/R) max , (G/R) was proportional to [Ca 2+ ] with sublinearity of less than 20% . This sublinearity causes a slight underestimate of the activity-dependent changes in [Ca 2+ ] transient amplitudes.
Estimation of Spine Volume
Spine volume was estimated as described previously Sabatini and Svoboda, 2000; Sobczyk et al., 2005) , by computing the ratio of peak spine brightness, which is proportional to the spine volume, over the peak intensity of the big apical dendrite.
Fluorescence Recovery after Photobleaching
In fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) experiments, Alexa 594 dye was bleached in spines by $30% (repeated at least five times) ( Figure S3A ). Average FRAP traces were fitted with single exponentials for determining the recovery time constant t FRAP ( Figure S3B ), which serves as an estimate of the strength of spinedendrite diffusional coupling (Svoboda et al., 1996) .
Data Analysis
Online and offline analysis for electrophysiology and Ca 2+ imaging were performed with custom-written software in Matlab (Mathworks). Data is given as mean ± SEM. Significance was set at p = 0.05 (t test). ''n'' indicates the number of recorded spines, and ''N'' indicates the number of cells.
Supplemental Data
Supplemental Data include equations, six figures, and one table and can be found with this article online at http://www.neuron.org/cgi/ content/full/53/1/17/DC1/.
